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Dedicated peanut, tree nut, and shellfish free facility
Gluten – Free
-

Barbecue Brisket Chopped Salad (sub for a different dressing)
Cobb Salad (only vinaigrette, no blue cheese)
Creamed Corn
Pit Beans
Potato Salad
Coleslaw
All meats and sauces
Deviled Eggs

The following are gluten free but cross contaminated in the fryer:
- Seasoned fries (cross contaminated)
- Smoked hot wings (no blue cheese)
- Smoked Jalapeño Poppers
- Brisket Nachos
- Brisket Queso Blanco & Chips
- Chili Cheese Fries
- Nashville Hot Chicharrons
Can be modified to be gluten free if you sub the regular bun for the GF/DF/EF bun. Keep in mind
that the bun is normally toasted and cut on the same surface as the other bread. If you are
sensitive to cross contamination, please ask for them to prepare it in a separate area and warm
in their convection oven.
- Burnt end sandwich
- Brisket sandwich
- Chopped brisket sandwich
- Smoked chicken sandwich
- Turkey sandwich
- Pulled pork sandwich
- Smoked salmon sandwich

Dairy – Free
-

Barbecue Brisket Chopped Salad (sub for a different dressing, no cheddar)
Cobb Salad (only vinaigrette, no blue cheese, no cheddar)
Pit Beans
Potato Salad
Coleslaw
All meats and sauces EXCEPT smoked jalapeño cheddar sausage

-

Deviled Eggs

The following are dairy free but cross contaminated in the fryer:
- Seasoned fries (cross contaminated)
- Smoked hot wings (no blue cheese or ranch)
- Nashville Hot Chicharrons (no ranch)
Can be modified to be gluten free if you sub the regular bun for the GF/DF/EF bun. Keep in mind
that the bun is normally toasted and cut on the same surface as the other bread. If you are
sensitive to cross contamination, please ask for them to prepare it in a separate area and warm
in their convection oven.
- Burnt end sandwich
- Brisket sandwich
- Chopped brisket sandwich
- Smoked chicken sandwich
- Turkey sandwich
- Pulled pork sandwich
- Smoked salmon sandwich

Soy – Free
Everything on the menu is soy free EXCEPT the following items:
- Hand Pies (due to pan spray)
- Cornbread (due to pan spray)
- Soy in all the dressings EXCEPT the shallot vinaigrette
- Soy in their ginger slaw that comes on some of the sandwiches and pulled pork taco
- Soy in the potato salad
- Soy in the coleslaw
- Soy in the deviled eggs

Fish – Free
Everything on the menu is fish free EXCEPT the following items:
- All sauces contain anchovies (meat is fish free so you can always ask for plain meat, no
sauce)
- Fish in the Pit Beans

Egg - Free
-

Barbecue Brisket Chopped Salad
Cobb Salad (take off deviled eggs)
Creamed Corn
Pit Beans
Mac & Cheese
Brisket Tacos

-

Pulled Pork Tacos

The following are egg free but cross contaminated in the fryer:
- Seasoned fries (cross contaminated)
- Smoked hot wings (no blue cheese)
- Smoked Jalapeño Poppers
- Brisket Nachos
- Brisket Queso Blanco & Chips
- Chili Cheese Fries
- Nashville Hot Chicharrons
Can be modified to be egg free if you sub the regular bun for the GF/DF/EF bun. Keep in mind
that the bun is normally toasted and cut on the same surface as the other bread. If you are
sensitive to cross contamination, please ask for them to prepare it in a separate area and warm
in their convection oven.
- Burnt end sandwich
- Brisket sandwich
- Chopped brisket sandwich
- Smoked chicken sandwich
- Turkey sandwich
- Pulled pork sandwich
- Smoked salmon sandwich
- Smoked portabella mushroom sandwich (cross contaminated at the fryer)

This menu was made in early Oct 2020. Restaurants are constantly changing their
offerings, menu items, recipes, and ingredients. Please make sure you tell the staff
about your allergies as the items listed here may not be on the current menu and are
always subject to change.

